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Primary Reading: Literature: Key Ideas, Craft, Structure:  
Listening Comprehension and Point of View: 
 

Students: Listening Comprehension:  Point of View:  
 

Students: RIT 201-210: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 201-210: 

208 
Infers the author's purpose in an informational 
passage (two to five sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 191-200: 
No Skills Listed 

RIT 191-200: 
No Skills Listed 

 

Students: RIT 181-190:  
No Skills Listed 

RIT 181-190:  

189 
Infers the narrator of a short fictional story (story 
not read aloud) 

 

 

Students: RIT 171-180:  

173 
Predicts the next event in a short story by selecting 
a picture (story is not shown) 

 

RIT 171-180:  
176 Identifies the role of the narrator 

176 
Infers the narrator of a short fictional story (story 
not read aloud) 

 

 

Students:  RIT 161-170:  

168 
Matches a picture to a given story sequence 
(middle of the story) 

 

 RIT 161-170:  
No Skills Listed 

 

Students: RIT 151-160:  

155 
Matches a picture to a given sequence of events 
(next event) 

 

RIT 151-160:  

158 
Infers the narrator in given dialogue (two to five 
sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 141-150: 

143 
Matches a picture to a given sequence of events 
(first event) 

148 
Identifies the main idea of a literary story where 
the title alone does not clarify which is the main 
idea (two to five sentences) 

150 
Identifies the main idea of a literary story where 
the title alone does not clarify which is the main 
idea (two to five sentences) 

 

RIT 141-150: 
 No Skills Listed 

 

Students: RIT 131-140: 

135 
Identifies the main idea of a literary story (two to 
five sentences) 

135 Locates the main idea of a given fictional story  

137 
Identifies the main idea of a literary story (two to 
five sentences) 

137 Infers the setting of a story 

138 
Identifies the main idea of a literary story (two to 
five sentences) 

 

RIT 131-140: 
No Skills Listed 

 

Students: RIT 121-130: 
121 Infers the setting of a short story read-aloud 

121 
Predicts the next event from a given description 
(two to five sentences) 

 

RIT 121-130: 
No Skills Listed 

 


